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Abstract:  Data science is a multidisciplinary combination of information conclusion, algorithm creation and set of rules to address analytically 
complex issues, Data science is nearly utilized by almost all sectors, comparable as academic institutions, finance, healthcare enterprise to deal 

with huge quantity of information. The realistic operations variety from prognosticating inventory motion to prognosticating and processing for 

speech to textbook vaticination. An authentication system is needed as utmost of the people in the world are facing problems in the field of 
authentication and security. It offers an actual eye tracing for phrase authentication for people who authenticate themselves through Morse code. 

The webcam is used to perceive the stoner and enter of the phrase it is entered withinside the shape of Morse code. The webcam converts the 

blinks generated with the aid of using the stoner into Morse code.. The webcam converts the blinks generated by the stoner into Morse code. 

When the word matches also the needed operation is opened. 

 

Index Terms – Morse Code, Image Processing, Gaze Based PIN Indetification 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Face detection and recognition procedure may be divided into four steps : face identification, face alignment, face charactersitic 

extraction, and face detection. Face recognition- locate one or different faces withinside  the photograph and use a bounding 

container to mark them. Profile Alignment-Normalize the face, together with geometry and picture graphics, to keep in touch with 

the data collection. Extraction Feature-the features gathered from the face that may be used for the face identification. Face 

recognition-Run the face matching in a gathered database against the one or more recognized faces. 

     The first step in developing a blink detector is to carry out facial landmark detection from a video movement to find the eyes 

in a given frame. Then next step is to calculate the eyeaspect ratio for every eye they have the facial landmarks for both eyes, which 

gives a particular value that relates the distances between the eye position to the difference between the points of the face landmark. 

Once they obtain the required value, compare it to find whether or not a person is blinking. When eyes are open, the eye aspect ratio 

will stay more or less consistent after which will effortlessly attain zero at some point of a blink, then rise again when the eye 
opens. 

Morse code , is a telecommunication tool that encodes textual content symbols as standardized array of characters of different 

unit. Samuel Morse, the discoverer of the telegraphic system, in order to recognize his work it is named as Morse Code. Morse 

code commonly conveyed the use of an data-sporting medium like radio signals, visible light or sound signals. 

Technology has been the driving force of transformation throughout history. The overwhelming blessings of innovational 
advances have a long outweighed the negative benefits inside the systems of advanced society. 

With the advanced era comes numerous methods wherein it may make our lives simpler and extra effective. This caused the 

emergence of numerous branches, certainly considered one among them is Data Science. To placed it any other way, Information 

technological know-how is the evaluation of wherein data comes from, what it means, and the way it may be became a precious 
aid in enterprise growth. 

 

II. WORKDONE 

         For authentication It is usually recommended that a digital camera be used to implement a actual system by using PIN entry,  

pupil monitoring, and PIN recognition and detecting. This technique has no signs of  physical footprints behind, its offering one of 

the best methods to evaluate the password 

In [2] the Passwords can be entered with the aid of using looking at the right patterns on the desktop in the correct 

order using an eye tracker. Shoulder browsing is the technique of deliberately tracking a user's keystrokes as they enter 
a password on keyboard. 

 

       In[3] a brand new eye recognition and blink tracking technique in for video frames captured with the aid of low web cameras. It 

makes use of a Haar-based cascade classifier system with a mix of Haar Cascade functions and an eye blink detection SVM for 
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eye monitoring. When examined in a normal room under real-world conditions, the gaze monitoring tool has a provide a better 

precision when compared to other existing methods. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

These are the numerous technique adopted by different authors. The Steps involved in Real-time Eye Tracking Algorithm are 
[1]: 

Step 1: Image Acquisition: The smart digicam automatically acquires a raw image. 

Step 2 – Image pre-processing: The collected raw image from a digicam is converted into corresponding grey image and this 
can also be converted automatically using digicam. 

Step 3 - Eye Recognisition: The register’s eye is first diagnosed the use of data template matching. A data template from the 

S is as compared with the given picture using a data matching metric in data template matching. The data matching metric is a 
degree of similarity between the 2 versions.As the data template match ranking, this earlier data matched is translated into a value. 

Step 4 - Edge Detection: If the blink of the eye is detected, a brand new region covering only the pupil of eye is removed to 

minimise the structural area. This technique is carried out to the contemporary Region of interest to find factors across the circle of 
the eye. 

Step 5 - If we find the necessary points alleast say three or four in number, the circle of the eye is drawn. 

Step 6 – If eye ellipse/circle is drawn, the camera's processor calculates the centre coordinates and saves them for later use 

within  spreadsheet. The centre of the rectangle/squared bounding the observed pupil of eye is used to calculate those coordinates. 

 

A different method of eye detection has been proposed by the authors in [8]. The eye is detected the usageof a cascade classifier 

algorithm, and then the eye- blinking rate is calculated. In order to do, determine when your eyes should be open and closed. Set a 

60 percent threshold for open eyes to be taken into consideration open, i.e. ifasa minimum of three-fifths of the eyes are open,the eyes 

are considered open. Determine the value of pixel values of particular coordinates of the recognised location to detect this 

openness.The pupil, cornea, and lid of the eyeshave different pixel values. By making use of the pixel values of the identified eyes, 

determine the what percent of the eyes is opened. Finally, they equate the observed eyeblink rate to the real eye blink rate, which 

has been set as a threshold value. 

The webcam attached to Raspberry Pi microprocessor, which not only conducts digital image processing but alsocommunicates 

with other modules such as appliances, wheelchairs, and SMS management. Another Arduino is used to receive commands from the 

Raspberry Pi through wireless communication, and the Arduino will switch the relay on or offin response to the order. Controlling 
the eye location The mouse cursor position is regulated by the position of the eyeball [4]. 

 
Figure 1 : shows the steps used in the sobel edge detection 

methodincluding three stages . 

  

 

    Preprocessing is the technique of converting a colour picture to a grayscale image. Image resizing and grayscale image 

transformation are finished in preprocessing. Sobel edge detection and morphological operations are used to identify face recognise 

entire procedure of sobel edge detection algorithm is shown in      Figure 2 

 

   Edge detection method has been implemented to a grayscale image which will detect the rims of a human image in order to 

distinguish foredrop and backdrop. Extraction of eyes - On a dilated image, a  morphological ending, operation with a diamond 

structuring point is used to enlarge the focus boundary region and shrink the background region. Experiments were carried out with 

five separate trials using a webcam with a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. Following that, the observed eye is clipped, and different 
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mechanisms are evaluated using the threshold method and the difference between the upper and lower lid of eye frames. Recall and 

accuracy are two performance metrics that are used in the assessment process [10] 

 

   The first time user must register himself/herself by giving the necessary information like username password and security 

key. Once the succesfull completion of registration the user can login the system by providing the details whatever the user 

provided during the time of registration. The password is will be taken in the form of Morse Code and it checks whether the user 

entered password is same or different. Initially i.e during the time of registration the password will be taken. If the password entered 

is wrong, the corresponding screen will be turned off. If it is a successful entry , the screen will show the you have access to the 

system . If the person forgets the password , he can reset the password by answering the Security questions , so that the person can 
have new password. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

       Security questions , so that the person can have new password. The proposed work achieves the best precision results for Canny, 

gradient, and LoG, but not for direct white pixel count. 

 

                                                          Figure 2: sample of Orl database used 

      A Normal day to day user CMOS sensor web camera with a 640480 visual resolution provides the video frames forprocessing. 

The user's data i.e captured at a rate of five frames per second by the web camera. After that, a Haar- cascade classifier [3] is used 

to detect the facein the picture. Three photographs of different people were chosen from the database for research. As a result, 60 

images from the memory were used in total and a few samples of Orl database is shown in Figure 2. 

In order to evaluate, 3 images each of 15 personswere selected from YAle stored memory as shown in Figure 3. Face is 
recognized from the image using Haar basedcascadeclassifier which is as shown in Figure4. 

 

                                                         Figure 3: Sample of Yale database used 

 

Figure 4: Face recognised using Harr Cascade Classifier 

The characteristics of human face are calculated, in the face image as in Figure 5 shows that it is extracted from the video frame 
and the left and right eyes are separated. 
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Figure 5: (a) The ratios of the recognised face (b)Data obtained from eye collection (c) Eye regions separated 

Each of collected images in the database was subjected to the eye detection and recognition method, and the results 
were collected. The accuracy of the eye detection method is described below in the Table 1. 

Table 1:Accuracy of eye tracking algorithm when tested on AT and Tdatabase and Yale database 

 

 

Figure 6(a) Actual image after resizing (b)Converted Gray- Scale image 

Since the edge detection technique is based on grey scaleimages, a colour image is converted to grey scale and used 
as the colour space model as shown in above  figure. 

 

                                       Figure 7 (a) Edged Image (b)Enlarged image 

Since the edges of this picture are thin, morphological enlarge is applied to the actual image to thicken them both the 

edged image and Enalrged image is shown in Figure 7(a) and (b) 

 
                  Table 2: shows the accuracy of the face detection  
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Face detection in the frontal face and FEI face databases is 100 percent accurate. Out of the 40 images in the IMM face 

database, 39 have correct results which is shown in Table 2. The proposed technique, like the EOG signal analysis method, will 

evaluate eye blinking patterns qualitatively. This approach also overcomes the drawbacks of the EOG signal, which is restricted 

in its application due to the need for electrodes and the inconsistency between eye blinking and eyeball movement[13]. 

To achieve reliable performance, a high-quality microphone isused to reduce background noise and echo. Additionally, Google 

Speech Recognizer become added to assist with accent variations. Switching from voice to vibrations and hand gestures to voice 
worked well, though there was a 10-second pause [9]. 

 

      With the useful resource of Matlab and a microprocessor, a way to decide the drowsiness of a person riding a vehicle has been 

developed. The findings are very persuasive, with an eye blink rate accuracy of 87 percent and an eye candidate detection accuracy 

of 97 percent. 

 

To make this an efficient operation, ensure the vehicle can'tstart until the proposed system is fully functional. The disadvantage 

of this approach is that the individual is unable to wear lens. Also, the camera used must be of precision quality in order to capture 

a large number of frames or instances per minute in order to accurately measure the person's eye-blinking rate. 

 

     Findings are very persuasive, with an eye blink rate accuracy of 87 percent and an eye candidate detection accuracyof 97 percent. 

It is possible to reduce the number of injuries caused by drowsiness by using this technique. To make this aneffective operation, 

make sure the vehicle can't start until the proposed system is fully functional[8].It does not only drive the wheelchair, but also monitor 

equipment and interact with the caretaker. The eye movement is used to manipulate the cursor that appears on the display, and the 

eye blink is used to enter commands. But, since the webcam that is connected to the eyeglass is massive, it can obstruct the user's 

vision. However, this device is good enough to be used by people with disabilities[4]. 

 

The Table 3 shows the accuracy percentage of various algorithms used by the authors. 

                                                 Table 3: comparison of accuracy 

Reference no Algorithm/Method Accuracy(%) 

[11] AdaBoost 83.2 

[8] Viola jones cascade classifier 87 

[10] Canny,Gradient,LOG 99.5 

The accuracies obtained from various models like KNN,SVC, Random Forest, XGB is given in below table. 

 

 

 

V.CONCLUSION 

Various authors have worked on different types of algorithms like Haar casacade algorithm , HOG algorithm, adaptive algorithm, 

AdaBoost algorithm ,in order to process the eye capturing for the system many authors are able to give authentication of around 80-

90 percent accuracy, some of the authors have proposed new way of testing. Few Drawbacks are in order to increase the accuracy it 

is essential to collect more number of datasets of a person .It is difficult to extract and authenticate the person when captured in poor 
lighting conditions. 
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